KOSTO
THE POPULAR DESSERT
This is one of five recipe books packed in KOSTO packages. Look for the rest of the series.
THREE WONDERFUL FLAVORS
TRY THESE TASTY RECIPES

KOSTO PUDDING
Follow directions on back of package. If a thinner pudding is desired, use a little more than a pint of milk. If a thicker pudding is desired, use a little less than a pint of milk.

French Tarts—KOSTO
Have pastry shells ready; take 1 pint preserved, or stewed strawberries, raspberries, blue berries, sliced peaches, apricots, or stoned cherries; pour the fruit into the individual pastry shells; cover with Vanillin Kosto which has been allowed to cool slightly. Serve with topping of whipped cream.

Chocolate Sponge—KOSTO
1/2 cup chopped nuts
1/4 pound chopped macaroons
1 package Chocolate Kosto
Prepare the Kosto as usual; mix with the nuts and macaroons; pour mixture into large, or individual molds, chill in ice box for a few hours; serve with whipped cream topped with maraschino cherry.

Figs—KOSTO
Line individual molds, or large mold with either dried or preserved figs which have been cut in small pieces; pour either Vanillin or Chocolate Kosto prepared in the usual way over the figs; allow to cool; chill and serve with a topping of whipped cream, or frosted egg whites. In this recipe stewed prunes or apricots may be substituted for the figs. Chopped nuts will add to the delicious flavor of this dessert.

Banana Split—KOSTO
Cut banana lengthwise; place in individual serving dish; pour Kosto over the banana (either Vanillin or Chocolate may be used) sprinkle with chopped nuts, place maraschino cherry on top and serve.

Rice Mold with Pineapple—KOSTO
1 cup cooked rice; sweetened to taste
1 cup grated pineapple
1 package Vanillin Kosto
Prepare Kosto as usual; mix with rice and pineapple; pour into large or individual molds; chill and serve with a sauce made with pineapple juice, juice of one lemon; two tablespoons sugar.
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